Abstract. Early GPS software was developed as monolithic tool in which all functions packed in the same software. But, these GPS software have the problems of the high cost of constructing system. close system architecture and the reusability. And there is a lack of interoperability between them because most of them have their own unique data format according to their application fields. Therefore in the paper new extended for better modeling GPS application in the UML Diagram are proposed, and the Implementation of a program called StereotypeCreator, which is able to create iconic stereotypes used in one of the most popular visual modeling tools for software development, Rational Rose, will be also proposed.
Introduction
GPS application domain is an especial environment that requires precise measurement and precision calculation of real-world geographical entities with the help of GPS (Global Position System) in both temporal and spatial factor [1] . This paper will propose several new iconic stereotypes formulating modeling elements for GPS application. Also in this paper the implementation of a program called StereotypeCreator, which is able to create iconic stereotypes used in Rational Rose, will be proposed.
Related Works
In the modeling process we find it is not good enough to present the object features in GPS application domain by the conventional class model elements in UML [2] . Because the conventional class model element cannot describe the geometry property of the class whose objects can be displayed in a monitoring system, and the conventional class model elements cannot embody the issue that the location of the object can be recorded in a time range and can be gotten in any time later [3, 4] . Therefore, the conventional stereotype for the modeling element of class is inappropriate for the modeling in GPS application with UML. In order to meet these specific requirements of GPS application domain, new extended iconic stereotypes for class modeling elements need to be brought forward and will be presented in the next section [5] .
Meta-model Element
In many cases the value of an attribute of an object varies during all the life cycle of the object. It is possible to associate a temporality to an attribute x of an object a. In that case, during all the life cycle of a, the object is able to "know" all previous values of x. Graphically, an icon representing a clock is placed on the right side of the attribute in the class (Figure 1(a) ). In the same way, a temporality may be associated to the geometry of an object. In that case, an icon representing a clock is placed on the right side of the iconic notation for geographic types (Figure 1(b) ).
Fig. 1. Examples of georeferenced class with temporality

Implementation of StereotypeCreator
According to the specification of extended iconic stereotype of class metamodeling element for a georeferenced class in UML class diagram, many kinds of the iconic stereotypes of class can be designed. Stereotype Creator is a software tool used to automatically create all kinds of user-defined iconic stereotypes that can be used in Rational Rose. It can be considered as an extended tool for Rational Rose.
Create stereotype configuration file
Stereotype configuration file is required by Rational Rose software. The stereotypes in Rational Rose must be defined in a stereotype configuration file. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes extended iconic stereotypes of class meta-model element for GNSS application in the UML Diagram and provides its implementation as a tool of StereotypeCreator for Rational Rose. Current research is so little that a great deal of work remains and should be done in the future. Future research can be positioned in customizing iconic stereotypes for other modeling elements such as association, generalization, attribute and so on, in GPS application.
